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Characterizing the Reserve Provision Capability
Area of Active Distribution Networks: A Linear
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Abstract—Distributed energy resources (DERs) installed in
active distribution networks (ADNs) can be exploited to provide
both active and reactive power reserves to the upper-layer grid
(i.e., sub-transmission and transmission systems) at their con-
nection point. This paper introduces a method to determine the
capability area of an ADN for the provision of both active and
reactive power reserves while considering the forecast errors of
loads and stochastic generation, as well as the operational con-
straints of the grid and DERs. The method leverages a linearized
load flow model and introduces a set of linear scenario-based
robust optimization problems to estimate the reserve provision
capability (RPC) area of the ADN. It is proved that, under cer-
tain assumptions, the RPC area is convex. The performance of
the proposed method is tested on a modified version of the IEEE
33-bus distribution test system.

Index Terms—Active distribution network (ADN), distributed
energy resources (DERs), flexibility, reserve provision capability
(RPC) curve, reserve provision capability (RPC) area, scenario-
based robust optimization, TSO/DSO interface.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices and Sets

0′ Index for the common coupling node between
the ADN and the upper-layer grid.

f Index for the linear boundaries modeling the
maximum current flow limit of a branch.

h Index for dispatchable distributed genera-
tors (DDGs).

i, j Index for nodes excluding 0′.
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k Index for stochastic distributed genera-
tors (SDGs).

l Index for branches.
n Index for the linear boundaries modeling the

capability curve of a DDG/SDG.
s Index for scenarios.
t Index for time intervals.
B Set of nodes of ADN excluding 0′.
DG Set of DDGs of ADN.
DGi Set of DDGs connected to node i.
Fl Set of the linear boundaries modeling the

maximum current flow limit of branch l.
L Set of branches of ADN.
NB Number of nodes of ADN excluding 0′.
NDG,NSG Number of DDGs/SDGs installed in ADN.
Ns Number of scenarios belonging to set S.
Ch,Ck Set of linear boundaries modeling the capa-

bility curve of DDG h/ SDG k.
SGi Set of SDGs connected to node i.
S Set of selected credible scenarios.
ψ Set of optimization variables.
�(ψ), �(ψ) Set of inequality/equality constraints

modeling the operational constraints of
ADN and DERs.

Variables

Ilts Current phasor of branch l during time slot
t and scenario s [p.u.].

Ireal
lts , Iimag

lts Real/imaginary part of Ilts[p.u.].
|Ilts| Magnitude of Ilts[p.u.].
rP

0′ts, rQ
0′ts Active/reactive power reserve absorbed by

ADN from the upper-layer grid during time
slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

rDG,P
hts , rDG,Q

hts Active/reactive power reserve injected by
DDG h to the grid during time slot t and
scenario s [p.u.].

rSG,Q
kts Reactive power reserve injected by SDG k

to the grid during time slot t and scenario
s [p.u.].

RP
0′t,RQ

0′t Active/reactive power reserve capacity
absorbed by ADN from the upper-layer
grid during time slot t [p.u.].
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PNet
0′ts,QNet

0′ts Total active/reactive power absorbed by
ADN at its connection point during time
slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

�PNet
its ,�QNet

its Net deviation of the active/reactive power
injection at node i from its base case oper-
ating point (i.e., scheduled operating point)
during time slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

Vjts Voltage magnitude of node j during time
slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

Parameters

aP, aQ Constant terms defining the search direc-
tion in RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t coordinate plane.

E0
jt,EP

jit,

EQ
jit

Constant terms of the linear function
expressing Vjts based on �PNet

its and
�QNet

its .
F0

fl,Freal
fl ,

Fimag
fl

Constant terms of the linear functions
(f ∈ Fl) modeling the maximum current
flow limit of branch l based on Ireal

lts and
Iimag
lts .

GP0
t ,GPP

it ,

GPQ
it

Constant terms of the linear function
expressing rP

0′ts based on �PNet
its and

�QNet
its .

GQ0
t ,GQP

it ,

GQQ
it

Constant terms of the linear function
expressing rQ

0′ts based on �PNet
its and

�QNet
its .

H0,real
lt ,HP,real

lit ,

HQ,real
lit

Constant terms of the linear function
expressing Ireal

lts based on �PNet
its and

�QNet
its .

H0,imag
lt ,HP,imag

lit ,

HQ,imag
lit

Constant terms of the linear function
expressing Iimag

lts based on �PNet
its and

�QNet
its .

IMax
l Maximum current limit of the branch

l[p.u.].
K0

nht,

KP
nh,KQ

nh

Constant terms of the linear functions
(n ∈ Ch) modeling the capability curve of
DDG h based on rP,DG

hts and rQ,DG
hts .

M0
nkts,MP

nkts,

MQ
nkts

Constant terms of the linear functions
(n ∈ Ck) modeling the capability curve of
SDG k based on �PSG

kts and rQ,SG
kts .

PBase
0′t ,QBase

0′t Active/reactive power absorbed by ADN
at its connection point during time slot t
for the base case operating point (i.e.,
scheduled operating point) [p.u.].

PBase
it ,QBase

it Total active/reactive power injected at
node i during time slot t for the base case
operating point (i.e., scheduled operating
point) [p.u.].

�PD
its,�QD

its Deviation of the active/reactive power con-
sumption of the load connected to node i
from its base case operating point (i.e.,
scheduled operating point) during time
slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

�PSG
kts Deviation of the active power generation

of SDG k from its base case operat-
ing point (i.e., scheduled operating point)
during time slot t and scenario s [p.u.].

VMax
j Maximum voltage limit of the node j[p.u.].

VMin
j Minimum voltage limit of the node j[p.u.].

t0 The time (in hour) prior to the begin-
ning of the scheduling time horizon when
ADN’s RPC area for each time slot of the
scheduling time horizon is estimated.

T Duration of the scheduling time horizon
[hour].

τ Duration of each time slot [hour].
θ The angle between the selected direction

and RP
0′t axis.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivations

ENVIROMENTAL concerns and recent developments
in renewable energy technologies are leading towards

replacing centralized conventional generation in favor of
decentralized renewable generation [1]. The main challenge
in the way of this transition is the increasing demand for con-
trollable resources to be deployed to guarantee the frequency
stability, voltage regulation, power quality, and congestion
management, while the magnitudes of conventional ancillary
services providers are decreasing [2]–[4].

On the other hand, the number of distributed energy
resources (DERs) is progressively increasing in active distri-
bution networks (ADNs). A promising solution to preserve the
quality/security of supply is aggregating the flexibility of DERs
located in ADNs to provide active/reactive power reserves to the
upper-layer grid [5]–[8]. In this emerging architecture, further
cooperation between operators of different levels of electric
power systems, e.g., transmission system operators (TSOs) and
distribution system operators (DSOs), is required to exchange
flexibility [9]. Flexibility can be perceived as a service, like
active/reactive power reserves, that a resource provides to the
grid by adjusting its operating point [7], [10]. The question that
arises is how much are the maximum active/reactive power
reserves an ADN can provide upon request at its connect-
ing point to the upper-layer grid? In this context, the reserve
provision capability (RPC) curve of an ADN is defined as
a curve characterizing the extreme amount of active and reac-
tive power reserves that ADN can provide to the upper-layer
grid. The area surrounded by the RPC curve is called RPC
area. This area is a function of the ADN’s operating point,
ADN’s grid constraints (i.e., voltage and current constraints)
and the capability limits of DERs located in the ADN.

B. Literature Review

In [5], a random sampling approach is proposed to deter-
mine the RPC area of an ADN. It first generates random
points inside the capability curve of each DERs and then, for
each combination, applies a nonlinear load flow to determine
the nodal voltages and lines currents. If they respect all grid
constraints, the resulting power flow at the grid connection
point is retained and used to compose the RPC area, other-
wise it is discarded. The final output of this method is a set
of feasible points instead of the perimeter of the ADN’s RPC
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Fig. 1. The general procedure for estimating the ADN’s RPC area.

area (RPC curve). This approach is essentially an exhaustive
search, therefore, its computational complexity scales poorly
with the number of DERs in the ADN.

Works in [6]–[8] propose to estimate the RPC curve of
an ADN by solving a non-convex non-linear optimal power
flow (OPF) problem. In comparison with the random sampling
approach, OPF-based methods are better suited to identify
accurately the full RPC area while might require less computa-
tional effort. However, since OPFs are notoriously non-convex,
also this approach lacks guaranteed tractability properties.

In general, all the above-mentioned approaches suffer from
the following limitations:

• they do not model uncertainties. As known, renewable
generation and demand at high level of disaggregation
is highly volatile. Consequently, these methods can only
forecast the RPC area of ADN for short-term hori-
zons (i.e., few minutes ahead), where uncertainties can
be neglected. As typical power system operations entail
scheduling operation on longer time horizons (e.g., day-
ahead and hours-ahead), accounting for uncertainties is
a key to achieve a reliable estimation of the RPC;

• they model the RPC area of DERs as a rectangular area,
which might be unrealistic;

• they estimate the RPC area by solving a non-convex
optimization problem. Thus, they cannot mathematically
ensure the global optimality;

• they entail a high computational effort when the number
of DERs is large.

C. Contributions and Organization of the Paper

The limitations found in [5]–[8] inspired the contribution of
this paper. It consists in a tractable algorithm based on a lin-
ear scenario-based robust optimization problem to estimate the
curve and the area of the RPC of an ADN while considering
grid constraints and uncertainties of loads and stochastic gen-
eration. Grid constraints are modelled by leveraging recent
advancements in linearized load flow models [11], whereas
uncertainty of loads and stochastic generation are explicitly
modelled with scenarios, which are used to enforce robust
grid constraints and deliver realistic estimates of the RPC area.
To comply with the current scheduling/operation paradigm of
current power systems, the proposed method is applied to

a long-term scheduling horizon T (e.g., day-ahead), where
uncertainties play a salient role. This longer-term horizon
method, compared to existing ones, entails considering a large
number of scenarios to model the forecasting errors of demand
and stochastic generation. It is shown that the proposed method
can compute robust estimates of the RPC of ADNs in a reliable
and efficient way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
states the problem. Section III describes the procedure to esti-
mate the RPC curve of the ADN. Section IV develops the
formulation of the estimation process based on a scenario-
based robust linear optimization problem. Section V introduces
three theorems used to derive properties of the proposed
method. Section VI introduces a straight-forward approach for
determining the number of scenarios that should be considered
in the problem introduced in Section IV. Section VII proposes
a proof-of-concept by simulations on the IEEE 33-bus distri-
bution test system. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the main
conclusions.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Although specifications might vary from system to system,
the procedure to manage (book/activate) power reserve in
electrical grids generally consists in two steps:

1- Reserve capacity booking (planning): This step is usu-
ally carried out (t0 hours) prior to the real-time grid
operations. For each time slot of the scheduling time
horizon T, the TSO estimates its needs for reserves,
and reserve providers estimate their capacity for pro-
viding reserve. Then, demand and offers are collected
in the reserve capacity market and the TSO books its
required reserves by clearing the market. In this stage, no
real product is exchanged between the TSO and reserve
providers.

2- Reserve activation (real-time operation): This step
is carried out during the real-time operation. In case
of need, the TSO sends its requests to the reserve
providers who already succeeded to sell their reserve
capacities in the reserve capacity market. Then, those
reserve providers activate all or a portion of the reserve
capacities they have sold.

This paper focuses on the first step, namely reserve capac-
ity booking. In line with the above-mentioned procedure, the
method of this paper estimates the RPC area of an ADN for
each individual time slot of the scheduling time horizon so that
it can be offered to the reserve capacity market, according to
the sequence of operation shown in the timeline of Fig. 1. It
is considered that:

• The RPC area of an ADN for each time slot of the
scheduling time horizon T is estimated t0 hours before
the beginning of the scheduling time horizon;

• The scheduling time horizon T consists of a number of
time slots, each with duration of τ ;

• The ADN’s forecasted operating point, i.e., PBase
0′t ,

QBase
0′t ,PBase

it and QBase
it for each time slot is assumed to be

known and it is called ADN’s base case operating point.
This method is general and can accommodate any desired

scheduling horizon with any duration of time slots by
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Fig. 2. The modified IEEE 33-bus distribution test system.

plugging-in suitable forecasts. Finally, it is worth noting that
the RPC areas at various time slots are determined separately
and in the same manner. Since there is no time-coupling con-
straint in the problem, the RPC areas are independent from
each other. For this reason, the formulation in the next section
refers to one time slot only, and it is applied identically to
each time slot of the time horizon.

Although references to the distribution grid of Fig. 2 are
made throughout the paper, the proposed formulation can
accommodate any kind of grid (i.e., meshed or radial) with
a single connection point to the upper-layer grid.

III. METHOD

The power flow at the connection point of the ADN in
Fig. 2 is:

PNet
0′ts = PBase

0′t + rP
0′ts, (1)

QNet
0′ts = QBase

0′t + rQ
0′ts. (2)

It is assumed that PBase
0′t and QBase

0′t are known, then, this
method estimates the RPC curve, i.e., the boundary of rP

0′ts
and rQ

0′ts, while considering grid constraints and uncertainties
of loads and stochastic generation.

The proposed method consists of three main parts: definition
of the search directions, computation of the points of the RPC
curve along the defined search directions, and estimation of
the whole RPC curve. The three steps are explained in the
following by referring to Fig. 3, which exemplifies the RPC
on the RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t plane.

1- Definition of the search directions: As shown in Fig. 3,
the angle θ defines a search direction in the RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t

plane and can take a value between 0◦ and 360◦. It
determines aP and aQ as follows:

ap =
⎧
⎨

⎩

−1 0◦ ≤ θ < 90◦
+1 90◦ < θ < 270◦
−1 270◦ < θ < 360◦,

(3)

aQ = tan(θ) 0◦ ≤ θ < 360◦. (4)

aP and aQ are used in the second step, when solving
the linear robust optimization problem. A set of search
directions is defined with the following procedure:

A. The minimum acceptable granularity for the final
estimated RPC curve is defined. It determines the
procedure termination criterion. The procedure is
terminated when the Euclidean distances between
two consecutive estimated points on the RPC curve

Fig. 3. Typical estimated RPC area of an ADN.

(yellow squares in Fig. 3) are smaller than the pre-
defined granularity.

B. Four search directions, corresponding to θ =
0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦, are defined. For each search
direction, the linear robust optimization problem
introduced in step 2 is solved, determining 4 points
on the RPC curve.

C. The search directions are ordered based on their
increasing θ.

D. The Euclidean distance between each couple of
consecutive points for increasing θ on the RPC
curve is calculated. If all the distances are smaller
than the defined granularity in A, the procedure
ends and goes to final step 3; otherwise, the cou-
ple of consecutive points with the largest distance
is selected, and the arithmetic mean of their search
direction θ is used as the new search direction.

E. For the new search direction in D, the linear robust
optimization problem of step 2, is solved.

F. Jump to C.
The abovementioned procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3, where

the numbers on the RPC curve denote the sequence of the
defined directions.

2- Computation of the points of the RPC curve along
the defined search directions: For a defined θ, this
step entails solving the optimization problem detailed in
Section IV to find the point on the RPC curve associated
to that search direction.

3- Estimation of the whole RPC curve: Once the points
of the RPC curve are defined, they are linearly interpo-
lated to approximate the whole RPC curve, as shown in
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Fig. 4. Flowchart showing the procedure for estimating the RPC area of
ADN for each time slot of the scheduling time horizon.

Fig. 3. As discussed and formally proven in Section V,
this is a valid approximation because the RPC curve
determined by this method is convex by construction.

The flowchart of the presented method for estimating the
ADN’s RPC areas for all time slots of the scheduling time
horizon is sketched in Fig. 4.

IV. LINEAR SCENARIO-BASED ROBUST OPTIMIZATION

PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Mathematical Formulation

This section describes the linear scenario-based robust
optimization problem that determines a point on the RPC
curve for a selected search direction. Assuming θ �= 90◦, 270◦,
coefficients aP and aQ are respectively calculated based on (3)

and (4). The associated point of the RPC curve is calculated
by solving the following optimization problem:

min
ψ

aPRP
0′t (5)

Subject to

rQ
0′ ts = aQrP

0′ ts ∀s ∈ S, (6)

aPrP
0′ts ≤ aPRP

0′ t ≤ 0 ∀s ∈ S, (7)

RQ
0′ t = aQRP

0′ t ∀s ∈ S, (8)

�(ψ) ≤ 0 ∀s ∈ S, (9)

�(ψ) = 0 ∀s ∈ S. (10)

where ψ denotes the set of optimization variables of the
problem:

ψ =
{
RP

0′ t,RQ
0′ t, rP

0′ ts, rQ
0′ ts, Ireal

lts , Iimag
lts ,Vjts, rDG,P

hts , rDG,Q
hts , rSG,Q

kts

}
.

For aP = −1, the objective function (5) minimizes −RP
0′t or

equivalently maximizes RP
0′t, whereas, for aP = +1, it mini-

mizes RP
0′t. Constraint (6) specifies the search direction in the

RP
0′t −RQ

0′ t plane, as shown in Fig. 3. Since the objective func-

tion (5) consists of the active power reserve capacity RP
0′t only,

constraint (6) achieves to steer the search in the direction of the
RQ

0′ t axis also. In order to guarantee that the ADN can provide,
in real-time operation, any amount of reserve corresponding
to the points located in its RPC area in spite of uncertainties,
this method computes robust estimates of the points on the
RPC curve. In other words, RP

0′t and RQ
0′t (i.e., yellow squares

in Fig. 3) are chosen as the most conservative rP
0′ ts and rQ

0′ ts
(i.e., the innermost grey crosses in Fig. 3). This is performed
by constraints (7) and (8). In (7), aP = −1 corresponds to the
quadrants 1 and 4 (positive values of rP

0′ ts and RP
0′t), whereas

aP = +1 corresponds to the quadrants 2 and 3 (negative values
of rP

0′ ts and RP
0′t). Thanks to (6) and (7), the abovementioned

conservative manner for RQ
0′ t in particular can be modeled as

constraint (8).
For search directions θ = 90◦, 270◦, the objective function

and constraints (5)-(8) are modified as:

min
ψ

a′RQ
0′t (5’)

Subject to

rP
0′ ts = 0 ∀s ∈ S, (6’)

a′rQ
0′ts ≤ a′RQ

0′ t ≤ 0 ∀s ∈ S, (7’)

RP
0′ t = 0 ∀s ∈ S, (8’)

in (5’)-(8’), a′ is equal to −1 and +1 for θ = 90◦ and θ =
270◦, respectively.

Expressions (9) and (10) are linear and model the oper-
ational constraints of the ADN and DERs, as described in
Sections IV-B and IV-C.

The problem (5)-(10) is a linear scenario-based robust
optimization problem that determines the point on the RPC
curve associated to search direction θ. In this problem, index
s corresponds to the scenarios modeling the forecast errors of
loads (�PD

its,�QD
its) and stochastic generation (�PSG

kts ).
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Fig. 5. Linearized branch current constraint.

In the following, the operational constraints of the ADN and
DERs (9) and (10) are defined assuming that:

• dispatchable distributed generators (DDGs) can provide
both active/reactive power reserves (rDG,P

hts , rDG,Q
hts );

• SDGs are sources of active power uncertainties (�PSG
kts )

and they can only provide reactive power reserves
(rSG,Q

kts );
• loads are sources of both active/reactive power uncertain-

ties (�PD
its, �QD

its).

B. Modeling the Technical Constraints of ADN

The linearized load flow model proposed in [11] is used to
derive expressions of:

• The active/reactive power reserve absorbed by the ADN
from the upper-layer grid, at the ADN’s connection point
(rP

0′ts, rQ
0′ts);

• voltage magnitudes of all nodes of the ADN (Vjts);
• current phasor of all branches of the ADN (Ilts);
as a linear function of (voltage independent) nodal injections

�PNet
its and �QNet

its .
The net deviation of the active/reactive power injection at

node i from its base case operating point (for the selected time
slot t) during the scenario s can be written as:

�PNet
its = −�PD

its +
∑

h∈DGi

rDG,P
hts +

∑

k∈SGi

�PSG
kts ∀i ∈ B, (11)

�QNet
its = −�QD

its +
∑

h∈DGi

rDG,Q
hts +

∑

k∈SGi

rSG,Q
kts ∀i ∈ B. (12)

The active/reactive power reserves absorbed by the ADN
from the upper-layer grid are:

rP
0′ts = GP0

t +
∑

i∈B

(
GPP

it �PNet
its + GPQ

it �QNet
its

)
∀s ∈ S, (13)

rQ
0′ts = GQ0

t +
∑

i∈B

(
GQP

it �PNet
its + GQQ

it �QNet
its

)
∀s ∈ S. (14)

The maximum allowable current flow of branch l can be
expressed as the following nonlinear constraint:

|Ilts|2 = Ireal2
lts + Iimag2

lts ≤ IMax2

l ∀l ∈ L, ∀s ∈ S. (15)

As represented in Fig. 5, the nonlinear constraint (15) is
linearized based on a pre-defined number of linear boundaries

Fig. 6. Capability curve of a solar PV plant.

Fig. 7. Capability curve of a DDG.

approximating the real curve:

Freal
fl Ireal

lts + Fimag
fl Iimag

lts ≤ F0
fl ∀l ∈ L, ∀f ∈ Fl, ∀s ∈ S, (16)

where the real and imaginary part of the current phasor of
branch l1 are expressed as a linear function of the nodal
active/reactive power deviations:

Ireal
lts = H0,real

lt +
∑

i∈B

(
HP,real

lit �PNet
its + HQ,real

lit �QNet
its

)

∀l ∈ L, ∀s ∈ S, (17)

Iimag
lts = H0,imag

lt +
∑

i∈B

(
HP,imag

lit �PNet
its + HQ,imag

lit �QNet
its

)

∀l ∈ L, ∀s ∈ S. (18)

The voltage magnitude of node j can be expressed as
a linear function of the nodal active/reactive power devia-
tions. Consequently, the nodal voltage magnitude limits can
be linearly modeled as:

VMin
j ≤ Vjts = E0

jt +
∑

i∈B

(
EP

jit�PNet
its + EQ

jit�QNet
its

)
≤ VMax

j

∀j ∈ B, ∀s ∈ S. (19)

It is worth noting that the expressions (11)-(19) are applica-
ble to both meshed and radial grids by virtue of the linearized
grid model. Their coefficients are functions of the grid admit-
tance matrix, nodal active/reactive power injections for the
base case operating point and the voltage magnitude at node 0’
(slack node) [11].

1The maximum current flow limit of branch l is modeled for its both
sending and receiving ends.
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C. Modeling the Capability Limits of DERs

The power capability limits of DERs (typically nonlinear),
are linearized by using a pre-defined number of linear bound-
aries. For instance, Fig. 6 shows the capability curve of a solar
PV plant from [12], and its linearized version. Similarly,
Fig. 7 shows the capability curve of a DDG from [13], like
a gas turbine.

Based on the linearized models of the capability limits of
DDGs and SDGs, the operational constraints of SDG k and
DDG h are as:

M0
nkts + MP

nkts�PSG
kts + MQ

nktsr
SG,Q
kts ≤ 0

∀n ∈ Ck, ∀k ∈ SG, ∀s ∈ S, (20)

K0
nht + KP

nhrDG,P
hts + KQ

nhrDG,Q
hts ≤ 0

∀n ∈ Ch, ∀h ∈ DG, ∀s ∈ S. (21)

V. ON THE CONVEXITY OF THE RPC AREA OF ADN

Relying on the linearized model of the ADN constraints
presented in Section IV-B, it is formally proven in Appendix A
that the RPC area is convex. Therefore, the following theo-
rems, are introduced.

Theorem 1: Assuming that the capability limits of all DERs
of the ADN are convex areas2 and that the linearized grid
model (16)-(19) holds, the RPC area of ADN for a given
scenario is a convex area.

Theorem 2: The RPC area of the ADN obtained by consid-
ering all scenarios is convex in the RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t plane.

Based on Theorems 1 and 2, the main results of this section
is now presented. As the RPC area is convex, it is possible
to conclude that linearly interpolating the points as done in
step 3, achieves a conservative feasible approximation of the
RPC curve.

VI. DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SCENARIOS

This section aims at determining the number of scenarios
belonging to S, i.e., Ns, which should be taken into account
in the scenario-based robust optimization problem (5)-(10),
in order to guarantee that the achieved optimal solution
(i.e., RP

0′t, RQ
0′t) satisfies all the grid constraints consider-

ing all possible realizations of the uncertain parameters (i.e.,
loads �PD

its,�QD
its and stochastic generation �PSSG

its ) with an
expected probability larger or equal than 1−ε and with a con-
fidence level of 1 − β. Relying on the analysis of [15], it
is proven in Appendix B that the above-mentioned target is
achieved provided that:

Ns ≥ 2

ε
ln

1

β
+ 2

(
2NDG + NSG

)
+ 2

(
2NDG + NSG

)

ε
ln

2

ε
,

(22)

where NDG and NSG are the number of DDGs and SDGs
installed in the ADN, respectively.

2Capability curves of DERs are typically convex, see for instance [12]–[14].

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF SDGS

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF DDGS

VII. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

A. Case Study

The modified IEEE 33-bus distribution test system [16],
shown in Fig. 2, is utilized as the case study to derive the
RPC area. The modification refers to the presence of SDGs,
composed by solar PV and wind generators, and DDGs.
The characteristics of SDGs and DDGs are given in Table I
and Table II, respectively. In line with the reserve allocation
procedure introduced in Section II, it is considered that:

• the scheduling time horizon is 24 hours and refers to the
next day;

• the next day consists of 24 time slots, each with duration
of 1-hour;

• the RPC area of an ADN for each time slot of the next
day is estimated one hour before the beginning of the
next day.

The solar PV and load profiles, for 24 hours of study, are
real measurements from a monitored primary high-to-medium
voltage substation in the south of Switzerland. The wind pro-
files are from [17]. The loads are assumed voltage-independent
and with power factor equal to 0.95. Injections of both SDGs
and DDGs are also assumed voltage-independent. Statutory
minimum/maximum voltage limits are chosen as 0.95 pu and
1.05 pu.

It is assumed that the day-ahead forecast errors of the
nodal active power consumption/generation are independent
and identically distributed. The active power forecast error of
each load is sampled from a normal distribution with 0 mean
and such that the standard deviation of the total load fore-
cast error is 3% of the total load of the ADN, as in [18].
The deviation of active power generation of each SDG from
its forecasted value is sampled from a normal distribution
with 0 mean and such that the standard deviation of the
whole system stochastic generation forecast error is 7% of
the total system stochastic generation forecast, as in [19].
This approach is used to model the uncertainties. The num-
ber of scenarios, Ns, is determined based on the approach
introduced in Section VI. To this end, the upper bound of
the probability of constraint violation by the optimal solu-
tion at a random realization of the uncertainties, ε, is fixed
equal to 4% with confidence level, 1 − β, equal to 99.99%. It
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Fig. 8. Impact of the defined granularity on the precision of the estimated
RPC and its computation time (Ns = 3000).

should be noted that ε also refers to the violation of any single
constraint. Considering expression (22) along with NDG = 4
and NSG = 7, the number of scenarios should be 2904.
Accordingly, Ns is slightly overestimated and defined equal
to 3000.

It should be noted that selecting an algorithm for solv-
ing the developed linear optimization problem (5)-(10) is
mandatory but it is not crucial. In fact, the main contribu-
tion and novelty of our paper is to introduce a linear (convex)
formulation with low complexity for estimating the RPC
area of ADNs while considering the uncertainties. It is here
decided to solve the problem using linear programming solver
of GUROBI [20]. Thus, the problem is modelled by using
YALMIP-MATLAB [21] and solved with GUROBI [20] on
a Windows based system with a 2.8 GHz Xeon CPU and
32 GB of RAM. However, the heuristic algorithms described
in [22] and [23] are also applicable for solving the problem.

B. Impact of the Granularity on the Estimated RPC Area

The impact of the granularity on the precision of the esti-
mated RPC area and on the computation time is investigated
for several values of the granularity. Fig. 8 shows the sur-
face the RPC area and computation time for the first time
slot of the day as a function of the granularity. It shows that,
by increasing the granularity, the precision of the estimated
RPC area improves at the cost of a higher computation time.
However, when above 400 kVA, the precision of the estimated
RPC does not change considerably, while the computation
time drastically increases. Therefore, in the following analysis,
400 kVA is retained as the value of granularity as it achieves
a reasonable trade-off between degree of approximation and
computational time. The estimated RPC areas for granularity
values of 400 kVA and 100 kVA are shown in Fig. 9. As it
can be seen, the two RPC areas are similar, thus denoting that,
in this case, the lower granularity achieves a good degree of
approximation.

C. Impact of the Chosen Number of Scenarios on the
Estimated RPC Area

The impact of the number of scenarios, Ns, on the precision
of the estimated RPC area and on the computation time is
investigated by choosing several values of Ns. Fig. 10 shows

Fig. 9. Estimated RPC area for the maximum granularity equal to 100 kVA
and 400 kVA.

Fig. 10. Impact of the chosen number of scenarios on the precision of the
estimated RPC, and its computation time (granularity = 400 KVA).

the surface of RPC area and computation time for the first
time slot of the day as a function of Ns. It corroborates that:

• estimating the RPC area considering only a single sce-
nario, i.e., neglecting uncertainties, leads to a RPC
area which is significantly far from the one that considers
uncertainties;

• by increasing Ns, the precision of the estimated RPC
area improves at the cost of a higher computation time.
However, above 3000, the precision of the estimated RPC
does not change significantly, whereas the computation
time drastically increases.

D. Evolution Over Time of the Estimated RPC Areas

The RPC areas of the ADN are estimated for all 24 time
slots of study and are shown in Fig. 11. In this figure, the
RPC areas are represented in RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t plane instead of

PNet
0′t − QNet

0′ t to better highlight the evolution of the RPC
areas over the period of study. As it can be seen, the RPC
areas of all time intervals have different shapes, denoting
that integrating forecasting scenarios is critical to achieve
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Fig. 11. The superimposed RPC area of all 24 time slots of the study.

Fig. 12. Probability density function of the voltage magnitudes of all buses
(for the vertexes forming RPC curve) extracted from the AC power flow
results.

an accurate representation of the dynamic capacity of ADNs
for reserve provision. As expected, the RPC areas shown in
Fig. 11 are convex, therefore they can be embedded efficiently
in existing convex optimization tools [24] used by operators
for optimal allocation of power reserves without impacting on
their tractability. The RPC area of each time slot is estimated
in less than 500 seconds.

E. On the Feasibility of the Estimated RPC Area

The proposed method for estimating the RPC area models
grid constraints using a linearized power flow model, thus, the
estimated RPC area may overestimate the real one. In other
words, some points belonging to the estimated RPC area may
actually be infeasible operating points. In this respect, since
the feasibility of all the estimated RPC area points cannot be
explicitly investigated, only those suspected to be infeasible
are investigated. The selected points belong to the estimated
RPC curve. Actually, we consider only the vertexes that per-
mitted to build that curve. According to our modeling, for
each of these vertexes, one or more grid/DERs constraints are
activated meaning that vertex is supposed to be close to the

Fig. 13. Probability density function of the current magnitude of all branches
(for the vertexes forming RPC curve) extracted from the AC power flow
results.

infeasibility region. This is assumed to be a pertinent choice
even if it could appear not sufficient to decide on the feasibil-
ity of all the estimated RPC area. A vertex of the RPC curve is
considered feasible if the corresponding AC power flow result
satisfies all grid constraints. Considering all 24 time slots and
all vertexes of the RPC curves (as shown in Fig. 11), the proba-
bility density functions (PDFs) of the voltage magnitude of all
nodes and current magnitude of all branches (extracted from
the AC power flow results) can be built as shown in Fig. 12
and Fig. 13, respectively. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 corroborate that
a single voltage and current constraint were violated in less
than 0.057% and 0.3% of the cases, respectively.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a method to estimate the RPC area of
an ADN for a desired time horizon while considering forecast
errors, and operational constraints of the grid (i.e., nodal volt-
ages and line currents, modeled with a linearized power flow
model) and of DERs. The method consists in solving, for a cer-
tain search direction in the RP

0′t − RQ
0′ t plane, an optimization

problem to estimate the maximum active and reactive power
reserves that the ADN can provide in that direction, allowing
to establish a point of the RPC curve. The procedure is ini-
tially applied to the four main search directions (i.e., 0, 90,
180, and 270 degrees), and then repeated for angle submul-
tiples until the distance between each consecutive couple of
estimated points of the RPC curve is less than a pre-defined
granularity. The identified points are linearly interpolated and
used to approximate the RPC area. It is proven that, assum-
ing convex capabilities curves of distributed energy resources
and a linearized power flow model, the estimated RPC area is
feasible and convex. The optimization problem relies on a lin-
earized grid model to represent grid constraints and forecasts
scenarios to model uncertainties of loads and renewable gen-
eration. This tractable linear robust formulation achieves to
estimate the RPC area efficiently while hedging against uncer-
tainties and accounting for typical operational constraints
of ADNs.

The modified IEEE 33-bus test system is used to illustrate
the effectiveness and capability of the proposed method. A 24-
hour time horizon with 24 time slots is chosen to estimate
the RPC area. The results show that, for the considered case
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study, the method is able to precisely estimate the RPC area for
the whole scheduling horizon in less than 600 seconds when
selecting 400 kVA as the granularity level. Also, they show
that the accuracy of the estimated RPC area, in the considered
case study, does not improve when increasing the granularity
to less than 400 kVA. As expected from the formulation, all
estimated RPC areas are convex, thus they can be conveniently
embedded in upper-layer decision problems without impacting
tractability and convexity.

APPENDIX A

Proof of Theorem 1: Let Xts = [�PNet
1ts , . . . ,�

PNet
NBts,�QNet

1ts , . . . ,�QNet
NBts]

T denote the vector of the operat-
ing point of the ADN collecting the deviations of the nodal
active/reactive power injections. For the given scenario s, i.e.,
given operating point Xts, the corresponding point [rP

0′ ts, rQ
0′ts]

T

in the RP
0′t − RQ

0′ t plane can be calculated using (13) and (14).

Contrariwise, for the given point [rP
0′ ts, rQ

0′ts]
T, the correspond-

ing operating point Xts can be calculated as:

�PNet
its = G′P0

it +
∑

i∈B

(
G′PP

it rP
0′ts + G

′PQ
it rQ

0′ts

)
∀i ∈ B, (A1.1)

�QNet
its = G′Q0

it +
∑

i∈B

(
G′QP

it rP
0′ts + G′QQ

it rQ
0′ts

)
∀i ∈ B. (A1.2)

Operating point Xts is said feasible if it satisfies the capa-
bility limits of all DERs and the operational constraints of the
ADN in (16) and (19).

Based on the above-mentioned notations and definitions
along with the assumptions of theorem, the goal here is to
show that for each two given points 1 and 2 belonging to the
RPC area of scenario s, all points located on the line connect-
ing them to each other also belong to that RPC area. Each
point located on this line like point 3 can be mathematically
represented as (hereafter superscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote the
index of points):

[
rP 3

0′ ts
rQ 3

0′ts

]

= (1 − α)

[
rP 1

0′ ts
rQ 1

0′ts

]

+ α

[
rP 2

0′ ts
rQ 2

0′ts

]

, (A1.3)

where α is a constant between 0 and 1.
Combination of (A1.1)-(A1.3) yields:

X3
ts = (1 − α)X1

ts + αX2
ts. (A1.4)

Note that points 1 and 2 belong to the RPC area and they
are feasible, thus, it can be inferred that:

1- Points X1
ts and X2

ts satisfy the capability limits of all
DERs limits.

2- Points X1
ts and X2

ts satisfy the nodal voltage constraint of
ADN. Based on (19), it can be mathematically expressed
for each node like j as:

VMin
j ≤ E0

jt +
∑

i∈B

(
EP

jit�PNet1
its + EQ

jit�QNet1
its

)
≤ VMax

j ,

(A1.5)

VMin
j ≤ E0

jt +
∑

i∈B

(
EP

jit�PNet2
its + EQ

jit�QNet2
its

)
≤ VMax

j .

(A1.6)

3- Points X1
ts and X2

ts satisfy the maximum current flow
limits of all branches. Based on (16), it can be mathe-
matically expressed for each branch like l as:

Freal
fl Ireal1

lts + Fimag
fl Iimag1

lts ≤ F0
fl ∀f ∈ Fl, (A1.7)

Freal
fl Ireal2

lts + Fimag
fl Iimag2

lts ≤ F0
fl ∀f ∈ Fl. (A1.8)

1) Proof of X3
ts Satisfies the Capability Limits of DERs:

Both X1
ts and X2

ts satisfy the capability limits of all DERs.
Since capability limits of DERs are assumed to be convex
areas, thus any point like X3

ts defined based on (A1.4) satisfies
these capability limits.

2) Proof of X3
ts Satisfies the Nodal Voltage Constraint of

ADN: It is shown that for the given points X1
ts and X2

ts respec-
tively satisfying (A1.5) and (A1.6), any point like X3

ts defined
based on (A1.4) satisfies (19). To this end, first (A1.5) and
(A1.6) are respectively multiplied by (1−α) and α. Then they
are added to each other and composed with (A1.4) yielding:

VMin
j ≤ E0

jt +
∑

i∈B

(
EP

jit�PNet3
its + EQ

jit�QNet3
its

)
≤ VMax

j . (A1.9)

Expression (A1.9) demonstrates that Xts
3 satisfies the nodal

voltage constraint of ADN.
3) Proof of X3

ts Satisfies the Maximum Current Flow Limits
of All Branches: Considering the given points X1

ts and Xts
2

respectively satisfying (A1.7) and (A1.8), it is shown that any
point like Xts

3 defined based on (A1.4) satisfies (16). To this
end, first (A1.7) and (A1.8) are respectively multiplied by
(1 − α) and α. Then they are added to each and composed
with (17), (18) and (A1.4) yielding:

Freal
fl Ireal

lts
3 + Fimag

fl Iimag
lts

3 ≤ F0
fl ∀f ∈ Fl. (A1.10)

Expression (A1.10) demonstrates that X3
ts satisfies the max-

imum current flow limits of all branches.
Based on the above-mentioned proofs, it is trivial that Xts

3

is a feasible points and consequently [rP
0′ ts

3
, rQ

0′ts
3
]
T

belongs to
the RPC area of ADN.

Proof of Theorem 2: The method introduced in III defines
the boundary of the RPC area, in each direction θ (as shown
in Fig. 3), as the minimum amount of reserve that ADN
can provide over all scenarios. It can be mathematically
expressed as:

ARPC
S

=
⋂

s∈S
ARPC

s , (A1.11)

where ARPC
S

indicate the RPC area obtained by considering all
scenarios belonging to S, ARPC

s indicate the RPC area obtained
by considering single scenario s and Operator ∩ calculates the
intersection of all areas.

On the one hand, Theorem 1 proved that ARPC
s is convex

for each scenario s. On the other hand, the intersection of
a number of convex areas returns a convex area [25]. Thus, it
is trivial that ARPC

S
is convex.
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APPENDIX B

For the sake of brevity, let us consider an abstract repre-
sentation of a linear robust optimization problem. To this end,
R is used for the set of real numbers; Nv for the number of
optimization variables; vector x ∈ RNv for the optimization
variables; linear function f(x) ∈ R for the optimization
objective function; Nu for the number of uncertain param-
eters; vector u ∈ RNu for the uncertain parameters; vector
umax ∈ RNu for the upper-limit of u; vector umin ∈ RNu

for the lower-limit of u; Nc for the number of optimization
constraints; linear vector-function C(x, u) ∈ RNc for the
optimization constraints. Now, a linear robust optimization
problem can be mathematically stated as:

min
x

f(x) (A2.1)

subject to

C(x,u) ≤ 0 ∀umin ≤ u ≤ umax. (A2.2)

Due to the presence of u in (A2.2), problem
(A2.1)-(A2.2) encompasses an infinite number of con-
straints, thus, it is a semi-infinite optimization problem for
which finding the solution is a formidable task [15], [26].
A computationally feasible technique to solve this robust
optimization problem is to convert it to a scenario-based
robust optimization problem. To this purpose, let first slightly
relax its constraints and convert it to a chance-constrained
optimization problem as:

min
x

f(x) (A2.3)

subject to

Probability{C(x,u) > 0} ≤ ε ∀umin ≤ u ≤ umax, (A2.4)

where 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 indicates the allowable probability of the
constraints violation. In this problem, it is accepted that the
optimal solution violates constraints with expected probabil-
ity of less than ε for all possible realizations of u. It is
obvious that the optimal solution of the chance-constrained
problem outperforms the optimal solution of its robust coun-
terpart. However, it is notable that the chance-constrained
problem (A2.3)-(A2.4) gets closer to its robust counter-
part (A2.1)-(A2.2) for decreasing ε. This chance-constrained
optimization problem again similar to its robust counterpart is
intractable. In order to solve this problem, [15] devised the
scenario-based robust optimization problem as:

min
x

f(x) (A2.5)

Subject to

C(x,us) ≤ 0 ∀s ∈ S, (A2.6)

where us is one realization of u and umin ≤ us ≤ umax.
The optimal solution of the scenario-based robust optimization
must only satisfy the constraints for a limited number, Ns,
of scenarios (i.e., realization of uncertainties). Reference [15],
mathematically proved that the optimal solution of the
scenario-based robust optimization problem (A2.5)-(A2.6) is
also an optimal solution of the chance-constrained problem
(A2.3)-(A2.4) with feasibility level 1 − ε and confidence
interval 1 − β, provided that:

Ns ≥ 2

ε
ln

1

β
+ 2Nv + 2Nv

ε
ln

2

ε
, (A2.7)

it illustrates that if the problem (A2.5)-(A2.6) is solved for
the finite number Ns of scenarios, then, the achieved optimal
solution satisfies all constraints for most of the other unseen
scenarios. In other words, the explicit satisfaction of Ns
scenarios automatically generalizes the satisfaction of other
scenarios. Therefore, in order to solve the robust optimization
problem (A2.1)-(A2.2) with feasibility level 1 − ε and confi-
dence interval 1−β, it is sufficient to solve its scenario-based
robust counterpart (A2.5)-(A2.6) while selecting Ns based on
inequality (A2.7).

In the scenario-based robust optimization problem (5)-(10),
all optimization variables belonging to ψ can be linearly
expressed based on rDG,P

hts , rDG,Q
hts and rSG,Q

kts . Accordingly, for
this problem, Nv can be calculated as:

Nv = 2NDG + NSG, (A2.8)

where NDG and NSG are the number of DDGs and SDGs
installed in the ADN, respectively.
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